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• Rejection power for Higgs search         1013
• # overlapping events / 25 ns                23
• # particles in ATLAS / 25 ns           1400
• Data throughput
– At detectors (40 MHz)     (equivalent to)      PB/s
– → LVL1 Accepts                       120 GB/s
– → Mass storage                       ~300 MB/s
ATLAS Trigger/DAQ system: requirements
σ (proton-proton)
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• Main ideas in the design of the ATLAS High Level Trigger:
– RoI-based → requests and process as little data as possible
– Step-wise → rejects events as soon as possible
• Minimizes CPU and network bandwidth but..
• Adds complexity → need special algorithm scheduling, not just sequential
• ATLAS decided to “re-use” some elements of the offline framework
inside the HLT:
– Pros:
• Converters from detector readout to algorithms input are provided by
detector experts
• Ease development of HLT algorithms and performance studies
– Cons:
• Increase of software dependencies:  HLT is offline release dependent
• Need to obey more severe constraints like timing and robustness
The ATLAS HLT design concept
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Parallel installation of ATLAS and TDAQ
October 2005
October 2006 March 2007
July 2006
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ATLAS Trigger/DAQ integration task
• The task:
– ATLAS high level trigger algorithms are developed and tested in the offline framework
– Need to make sure the HLT algorithms are working in the online environment
– Decomposed in easily controllable steps to separate problems from different environments
• Tools helping the HLT integration:
– Two command line tools emulating online running (one for L2 and one for EF) have been
developed in order to test the HLT algorithms with the L2 and EF online applications without
the need of running the ATLAS DAQ system
– Online and online emulation tools differ in the raw data access: the tools emulate network
access by delivering data from memory
• Integration steps:
– Use of the HLT online emulation tools to:
• Modify/adapt the trigger offline configuration script to be able to run online
• Make sure offline/online-emulation tools/online give exact results
• Make all trigger types (e/γ/µ/τ/jets/etc.) work together in the online framework
• Make sure trigger algorithms are compatible with online operations (mon, log, msg)
– Run the trigger and DAQ systems together:
• Verification of performance by comparing online vs offline reference histograms
• Measurements of time performance including network transfer times
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L2 ~ 10 ms
L2PU L2N






EFacc = ~0.2 kHz
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Test system hardware description
A total of 8 racks representing ~10% of the final






































The PCs are single core machines Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz or AMD Opteron 2.4 GHz
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• Monte Carlo simulated data with LVL1 information are written in raw data format
• LVL1 ROI information is loaded into the ROIB and detector information into the ROS
• The trigger is done in the ROIB crate itself
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Integration tests description (2/2)
• Monte Carlo simulated data used in the tests include:
– LVL1 pre-selected tt events
– LVL1 pre-selected mixture of events: dijets, Ws, Zs, etc
• Online runs are normally taken in steps:
– Checks of each individual dataflow applications not including trigger algorithms
– Checks of dataflow together with trigger algorithms
• Integrated high-level trigger algorithms include:
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Organization tests description
• Runs take place every around two months involving all experts
• Organized as in a data taking period:
– Organized in three shifts during day time
– Each shift involves two teams:
• Data acquisition team
• Monitoring team
ATLAS Control roomATLAS Control room
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Integration test results: trigger algorithm results
Online Histogram






It has been demonstrated a perfect agreement event by event 
between the trigger algorithm online and offline results
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Integration test results: L2 time measurements
• Processing time of different algorithms per RoI:
– T2CaloEgamma:
• L2 algorithm that finds clusters in the ATLAS calorimeters
– muFast:
• L2 algorithm that finds muon tracks using the ATLAS muon spectrometer
<t> = 7.4 ms <t> = 6.4 ms
T2CaloEgamma processing 
time (ms) per RoI
Online Histogram Online Histogram
muFast processing 
time (ms) per RoI
Average time per RoI within the ATLAS L2 time budget
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Integration test results: EF time measurements
     Total processing time of different algorithms per event
<t> = 119.3 ms
<t> = 229 ms
Online Histogram
Online Histogram
Average time per event within the ATLAS EF time budget of ~1s
Event processing time running EF jet algorithms Event processing time running EF tau algorithms
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Integration test results: stability
Rate stability
The ATLAS Data Acquisition panel
The ATLAS Trigger/DAQ system is able to run stably for days
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Equal load balance between SFIsROS event fragment 
request rates
Similar fragment request rate between ROS
RateL2SV = ΣL2PUR L2PU
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Integration test results: event display
• The ATLAS event display has been integrated and is automatically
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Cosmic event in ATLAS Run meeting in the ATLAS control room
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Conclusions and outlook
• The ATLAS Trigger/DAQ integration task assures a good operation of the systems
together and has become an important work for the commissioning
• Different tools have been developed to help disentangle possible problems from
different sources
• Integration tests involving a system of around 80 computers have taken place
several times since mid 2006
• Identical trigger algorithm results have been obtained running online and offline
• HLT algorithms timing have been shown to be within the allocated time budget
• Monitoring of event rate in different dataflow chain points, algorithm processing
times and displaying events have become a routine operation in the tests
• The ATLAS commissioning with cosmic events will profit from the integration work
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The ATLAS detector
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